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CHILDREN'S
RIGHTS
Were a gold medal to be given for the
most spectacular, although foolish, achieve
ment for children during this International
Year of the Child, it might well be awarded
to Sweden's Parliament for enacting a law
prohibiting striking children or subjecting
them to "humiliating treatment." It is now
illegal for Mrs. Svensen to spank Olga's bot
tom for slapping her little friend, spitting
on the cat, or disobeying in other matters.
Under the law, even insisting that Olga sit in
the corner might be considered "humiliating
treatment." The intent of the law, to insist
on respect for children's rights, is noble, but
it will not accomplish its purpose for several
reasons, one of which is that it does not
relate responsibility to rights.
Children's rights are surely important, but
this Swedish law is an extreme method of
securing recognition for rights. It merely in
dicates the absurdity to which concern for
children's rights can be carried. Time and
occasion for well-placed discipline do exist.
Although the enactment of this law did
occur during the International Year of the
Child, not too much else is being ac
complished. In the United States a National
Commission, consisting of two senators, two
representatives, and 23 others, was ap
pointed. It is being chaired by Jean Young,
experienced teacher and wife of the United
States Ambassador to the United Nations.
Perhaps we who believe in and support
private Christian schools should complain to
the Commission that our children's rights
are being infringed upon. Every child, says
the United Nations declaration, has the right
to free education, regardless of race, color,
sex, religion, national or social origin. Children
in Christian schools in the United States,
then, are being denied free education
because of religious beliefs, although in
OCTO B E R - N O V E M B E R 4

Canada much has been accomplished to
overcome this inequity.
When we think of other rights, the right
to food, clothing, and shelter, that children
have, and which are not being taken care of,
we weep. Weeping is not enough; we must
confess and repent. We must cooperate in
ventures or activities (see CSI's "Are you
Hungry?", p. 5), organized to secure for
children these basic rights. Christians may
not play ostrich while hungry children wail
daily.
God' s Rights
Nor can we ignore the changing morals in
the countries in which we live. Laws, acts,
actions cannot be defined easily as simple
right or wrong; the complexities confuse us.
And this world which bewilders adults is the
world in which students live and grow and
learn. It in this kind of world we teach.

Very little is lieard about tlie
principles underlying, . .claims to
rigfits. Even less is lieard abou t God 's
rigfits.

So many of today's issues and clamors
revolve around rights: public rights,
women's rights, legal rights, right to live,
states' rights, welfare rights, right of the
public to know, right of the defendant to a
fair trial, juvenile rights, and, rather loudly,
children's rights.
Because we live in a sinfuL unjust world
many claims to right are necessary and
good. Sometimes, however, it appears these

rights are rights simply by declaration. Very
little is heard about the principles underly
ing these claims to right s. Even less is heard
about God's rights in his creation and to his
creatures. In Christian schools each person
we teach has the right to learn God's love
and God's demands.
As Creator God, Savior, Lord, and King,
God's rights are infinite and eternal. His
rights supersede all other rights. When we
Christian teachers fail to make all human
rights subordinate to this truth we have effec
tively made man his own god in yet another
way, and the struggle for rights becomes
simply an attempt to retain or obtain power.
Verbally we acknowledge this truth of the
superiority of God's rights, but our actions
sometime belie it.
Right to Learn Holiness

Sometimes we place the child's happiness
(momentary) above his need for holiness.
Rev.James Kok (Denver, Colorado) once
said, "God did not call us, first of all, to be
happy. He called us to be holy." God calls us
to serve; this is his right.
In today's pleasure-oriented society, man
seeks to be happy and successful. Success
equals money, position, fame, fun; all are
more important than service. Football
players earn more money than the presi
dent. Television daily bombards children
(and us, if we let it) with glitter and glamor
which reenforce the big lie of success. From
kindergarten through college Christian
school students must learn that true success
is only that which stems from serving God.
Too often teachers counteract this giant
enemy, television, with dry, drab material

·
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(continued from page 4)

and dull methods. Research informs us how
children best learn, but somehow it is dif
ficult to translate theory into practice.
Occasionally a creative teacher bravely in
novates in one classroom, but he quickly
burns out in discouragement as he sees no
response from other faculty members and
all his efforts seem to waste away when the
students move on to another school-box
learning classroom. An expert once said if
you want to innovate, build a moat around
your classroom and fill it with alligators.
What an indictment! This may work for the
extremely independent, self-confident
teacher who needs no encouragement and
who can separate himself from what will
happen next year, but for those who want
so desperately to see each child's needs met
by the entire faculty, the alligator
encompassed classroom gets quite lonely.
Teaching the child is an all-faculty respon
sibility. God has a right to the service of his
children, and our students have the right to
learn to serve from us.

What seemed so easy and natural at first
lead to the downfall of a president. But it is
not so much that there might be a conse
quence; much more indicting is that fact
that we insult Holy God. God has a right to
the integrity of his children, and our
students have a right to learn it from us.

ARE
YOU

The Right to Learn Stewardship
The right of our children to be taught and
to practice stewardship is easily ignored in
this age of affluence. Affluence attacks us as
much as it assists us. Each locality has its
own problems with stewardship, but some
problems touch us all: wastebaskets of good
food thrown out from lunches daily,
mishandling of books (one's own and
others), boxes of "lost" clothing which
neither students nor parents recognize as
their own, paper used minimally and
discarded, playground and other equipment
badly damaged or marked up, etc.

We at Christian Schools International are!
Hunger Coordinators in nearly half of our
member schools are! Administrators,
teachers, students, and parents are!
We're all hungry, in the sense of being
eager to develop awareness of God's special
concern for the hungry people of the world.
We're eager to encourage a distinctive
response of Christian love in action.

Right to Learn Integrity
"Getting away with it" does not make an
right, even though teachers and students
act
\
are often guilty of acting like it does. This
pernicious idea, the idea of getting away
with it, enables us to accept such things as
social passing, winning at all costs (almost),
accepting less-than-the-best from a student,
inconsistent grading, giving less-than-the
best in our daily lesson preparing and
presentation; presenting reports to the com
munity which color truth, coloring the truth
for sick days, etc. We can maintain our in
tegrity to the extent we have learned the
art of rationalization and self-deceit.
Trying to get away with it is pernicious

God gave teachers the responsibility
to leach that this world, all of it,
is His world, and that students have the
right to learn this from us.

Holbert Robinson (Early Child Care in the
United States of America) notes that child
rearing manuals focus
on the individual child, his "self
realization through self discovery"
and "self motivated behavior. " While
other people are to assist him in his
process, they are not to get in his way.
As for the question of the child's ob
ligations to others-especially to those
not his own age-the training manuals
are strangely silent.
For the Christian, the obligation to others,
the obligation of stewardship, falls into place
only when we see the rights of God. God
gave teachers the responsibility to teach that
this world, all of it, is his world, and students
have the right to learn this from us.

The Teacher's Task
because it transfers judging the morality of
an act from God's standard to our own stan
dard. We cannot kid ourselves that students
do not recognize our deceit; we are models.
(We are successful in using modeling as a
teaching method.) And each time we get
away with something and fail to make
amends we further smudge that line, which
God has established, between right and
wrong.

With the theme

True, the Holy Spirit works in the heart,
but to excuse our responsibility with this
dismissal can be a cop-out. Children who are
children of God's covenant have the right to
be taught that God's rights always supersede
theirs and ours. God's rights supersede all
rights, and only insofar as we are sensitive to
these rights can we sensitize children to
God's rights. �

are presenting the challenge to
CARE as Christ did for other humans, to
PARE our excesses in order to
SHARE the savings with those in need.

·

A united effort of concerned Christians who
see the wisdom and the need for simpler
lifestyles can work miracles through prayer,
,
study, action, and sharing.
The Curriculum Department of Christian
Schools International has developed a free
Hunger Awareness Kit to send to each
member scho ol which has an interested, en
thusiastic Hunger Coordinator. If your
school does not yet have a Hunger Coor
dinator, fill out and clip the form below.
Mail it to Curriculum Department, CSI, 865
28th Street, SE, Grand Rapids, MI 49508.
We'll send you our free World Hunger
materials in return!
HUNGER COORDINATOR
SCHOOL

_____

_____________________

ADDRESS
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Last Septem6a, a questionnaire on tfie status of womm in tfie Cfiristian scfiools appeared in tfie CHRISTIAN EDUCATOR'S JOURNAL. Tfie following
article describes tfil results of tfiat questionnaire.

During my three years of teaching in a
Christian high school, I was the only female
teacher who taught male students. None of
the other three women on our staff of about
thirty-five teachers experienced direct
classroom contact with male students. One
woman taught girls' physical education;
another, home economics; the third served
as librarian. In the lounge, many discussions
focused on the role of women professionals
in our school system. Some teachers felt
women couldn't control high school
students well enough to be effective .
teachers. Some believed that, while at the
elementary level it was important for
students to have exposure to both male and
female role models, at the high school level
only men were necessary and effective. Un
doubtedly, similar discussions have taken
place in our schools across the contin nt.
However, our discussions lacked a basis in
fact. A desire to learn the facts led to this
study.
The Christian Reformed Church Synod's
1978 decision to permit the ordination of
women as deacons and its 1979 suspension
of that decision pending further study
spawned much controversy over the rightful
place of women in our community. In Tfie
Banna, letters and articles hotly debate the
ecclesiastical status of women. Other
publications, such as the Reformed Journal, also
have devoted space to the "woman ques
tion. "So, although the idea for this study
grew before the Synod's decisions, it is now
especially timely to consider the status of
women professionals in our schools.
Though we have been taught that in
Christ there is "no male or female," Chris
tians struggle over how to express that
equality in practice. Long-a ccepted
Hdm StaK Van Halsema is presmtly in Departmmt
of Drama (tfieater), Calvin College, Grand Rapids,
Micfiigan.
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behavioral norms have everywhere been call ed
into question. Any questioning of the status
quo threatens some, and the questions in this
survey had a similar effect. While women
generally applauded their intent, men often
seemed angered by. them. Some took the
study to be an insult to the Christian School

seven schools, including Calvin College. The
sexes were equally represented: sixteen
women and fifteen men. While the bulk of
the replies came from elementary school
t eachers, three Calvin College teachers and
five administrators also filled out question
naires.
RESULTS

tliis study is hut a first step toward
providing a factual basis on wliicli to
evaluate tlie professional status of
women in our scliools.
system. Without analysis based on fact,
however, no reasoned discussion can take
place. The point of this study was to deter
mine whether there is unwarranted sex
discrimination in our schools' policies, and
not to castigate these schools.
As far as I know, no other such survey has
been published concerning our schools.
·
Hence this study is but a first step toward
providing a factual basis on which to
evaluate the professional status of women in
our schools. Other studies and much discus
sion must follow. But above all, these studies
must be informative, and the discussions in
formed.
·

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The questionnaire was adapted from one
which appeared in Tfie Ms. Reada, a collec
tion of essays which were originally publish
ed In Ms. magazine. A few changes were
made, tailoring the questionnaire to a school
setting. Certain questions, such as the last
four, were suggested by fellow faculty
members. Thirty-one people replied-not
enough to establish a firm statistical base,
but enough to make interesting reading.
Responses came from a total of twenty-

Though the sample was small, the results
were revealing. As expected, a majority of
elementary school teachers (62 percent)
were women. In the high schools, the
percentage of female faculty members
declined to 36 percent. At the college level,
that percentage fell even more dramatically
to approximately 13 percent. In the twenty
six non-college schools represented, only
seven out of fifty-four administrative posi
tions, or 13 percent, were held by women.
Four of these women worked at the
elementary level, three at the junior and
senior high level. Representation on school
boards was very low: only 6 percent of the
people serving on boards were women.
Canada leads the United States in female
board membership. Eleven of the fourteen
women live in Canada, the other three in
Salem Heights, Illinois (Salem Heights
School), in New· Jersey (Eastern Christian),
and Grand Rapids, Michigan (Creston Chris
tian). Non-administrative and non-teaching
staff, such as secretaries and custodians con
tained 52 percent women. (This statistic
again excludes Calvin College, where the
figure is approximately 67 percent).
Answers to the survey showed that
women are fairly well represented on the
teaching (5o percent overall, excluding
Calvin College) and on the support services
levels, but poorly represented in administra
tion ang on school boards. No respondents
ventured an opinion why there are so few

-

women

in

administrative

positions.

women are fairly well represented on
tfie teaching level, hut poorly ;
represented in administration and on
scfiool hoards.
However, several explained their schools'
policies on board nominations. In some
schools, retiring board members may
nominate their successors, which usually
eliminates the nomination of women, as
men do the nominating. One respondent
reported a clause in his school's constitution
"that allows board members to screen .
nominees for the board and thus far. . .
female nominees have been scrapped!?" Such
situations seldom lend themselves to
change. In business, personal contacts-a
"good old boys" network-often influence

I

hiring decisions. The same holds for political
appointments. A similar network may well
operate within a particular school board,
and it is difficult for a woman to break into
such a men's club, especially if she must
wait for one of the men to invite her to join.
This does not mean that school boards
consciously set out to exclude women from
membership, but that a board which
nominates from within may unconsciously
fail to consider qualified women candidates
when filling a vacancy. However, not all
schools represented follow the closed
nominations policy. Some schools do have
women on their boards, though the
respondents did not explain how they at
tained this position. One man wrote that
even though in his school they do not have
female board members, nevertheless they
"have a unique constitution that allows peo
ple to 'file' for board, and a woman may file
too if she wished." In such cases, at least,
the door remains open for women; the deci
sion is theirs.
Lest this seem like trivial quibbling over an

unimportant issue, let us briefly consider
why it may be beneficial for school boards
to have women as members. If the board
determines school policy (and most do), it
plays a role in shaping each child's educa
tion. The welfare of the child is a concern of
the mother as well as of the father, and so
6oth should rightfully have a voice in their
child's education. Consider, too, which
parent usually has the closest contact with
the child. It has been my observation that
the child shares his school day more with the
mother than with the father. In the typical
case, the mother may actually know more
about what goes on at the school then the
father, and thus be in a position to make
more informed decisions on school policies.
At least, since both parents share the task of
nurturing the child at home, both are to that
extent qualified to address issues which af
fect his development at school.

continued on page
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Omni's Scandal
They chewed their mid-morning snacks
silendy. The only sound was that of Sue Katje
grimly sipping very hot coffee. She looked
over her styrofoam cup at the somber faces
of the Omni Christian High School faculty
who had gathered at 10:20, after chapel, for
the usually refreshing social break.
"How long have they been there?" asked
Steve Vander Prikkel, "It's like a jury being
out."
"They met at nine o'clock," said Sue,
"First the executive committee met for
about an hour with Dr. Rip. And then they
called John in." She paused before adding,
"I have never seen John Vroom look so sick.
It almost makes you feel for him right now."
"Not me," said Bill Silver coldly. "I feel for
Omni Christian High School right now. For
the life of me, I can't figure out why the Bi
ble teacher of a Christian High School thinks
he can get away with attending a por
nographic movie. Not just an X-rated movie.
No. Pure porn! In a pornographic theatre!
The Hot Cat! Of all places that advertise "live
entertainment" in the paper. Have you seen
their ads in the Tri6une? Nasir, my sympathies
are with the school. John has hurt all of us,
the whole Christian community. He's a big
boy now, and he is responsible for his ac
tions."
"Boy," chuckled Matt De Wit, 'Til bet
John almost died when the police broke in
there and took him down to the station for
questioning." But then Matt became
serious. "Why do you suppose the Tri6
found it necessary to print the names of the
people they caught in there? What good
does that do?"
*H .K. ZoeklicFrt continues a jesting tFrougFr penetrating
o6servation of faculty room cFratter.

"Well, it makes for interesting reading,"
said Vander Prikkel, "But. Bill is right.
Whether Vroom is innocent or guilty, the
hot publicity will do us no good here at
Omni, you can bet on that. Has anybody
talked to John? Does anyone here know what
Fris story is?
They all looked at each other. Matt De
Wit offered, "That's a tough thing to talk to
a guy about. I was going to call him yester
day morning, and then I decided to wait
and see him at church. And then he didn't
show up for church. Minnie wasn't there,
either." Then he added, "And I guess I was
glad they weren't there. I wouldn't have
known what to say to them. People were
sure talking after church."
"I think I know what happened," said
Jenny Snip, Principal Rip's omniscient secre
rary. Qr. Rip mentioned to me first thing this
morning about the Executive Committee
meeting this morning, you know, and he
said," and here Jenny paused and lowered
her voice and looked around for effect,
"that Mr. Vroom went to that theater and
that dirty picture because he felt the need
to find out what was going on in the com
munity, especially since some of our kids
supposedly, you know, have gone to the
Hot Cat. And that's against the law, you
know, since they're under eighteen."
"Hah!" snorted Silver, "And he's always
quoting Corinthians to us about "Whatever
is good, true, wholesome, or whatever, look
on these things."
"That's Romans," said Matt, "No, it's Phil
ippians, near the end of the book."
"I don't care where it's from," responded
Bill, "He's always so pious with us. Now we
see how deep it is."
"When did all this take place?" asked

Ginny Transma.
"Saturday night," snapped Snip.
Bob Den Denker had been listening to the
conversation but saying nothing. Now he
got up from the big naugahyde chair in the
corner of the faculty room, ambled to the
coffee urn, drew a cup of coffee, and looked
at the group.
"Listen," he said, "this is no small matter.
We have a special obligation now to act like
Christian professionals in a situation like
this."
"What does that mean?" came from
Steve Vander Prikkel.
"·Well," responded Bob, "for one thing it
means we've got to be supportive of our
colleagues. For example, we've got to do
what we can to stop the flood of gossip
that's going through our community. John
and his family are going to be hurt by all
that talk. We mustn't add to it. That's one
thing."
Den Denker sipped his coffee and con
tinued. "For another thing, we've got to
assume that John is innocent until we know
otherwise. And even if it should be that he
has been indiscreet, he and Minnie and the
kids need our support-they're entitled to
it."
"How do you do that?" asked Vander
Prikkel.
"Well, you sit next to him at chapel, you
kid him about the Dodgers, and you know,
you try to act like business as usual, " offered
Matt.
"But it isn't business as usual," insisted
Vander Prikkel.
"Well, then," said Den Denker, "you find
the right moment, look him in the eye and
squeeze his arm or shake his hand. You find
some way to let him know that he's not a
continued on page 10
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ASYLUM continued from page 9
moral leper. We've got to do something.
We can't let him be isolated now."
Kurt Winters now spoke for the first
time. "I think you're right," he said to Den
Denker, "but it ain't easy. Think about the
fun all the critics of Omni are going to have
with this. Grist for their mill."
"That's the other thing." said Den
Denker, "We have an obligation to the
school too, We need to support the ad
ministration and the board too in this thing.
Right now that executive committee and
Rip are suffering too. I think. . . "
The door opened, and a pale John Vroom
walked stiffly to the closet, reached for his
jacket, and without looking at any of his
mute colleagues, left the faculty room.
Kurt Winters said, "I think he blew it."
Sue Katje added, "Right. Did you notice?
This is the first time that I can remember
that John walked past that table without
grabbing a jelly doughnut. He must be in
deep trouble."
The ten-thirty bell rang, signaling third
hour. As the troubled teachers moved
towards the door, principal Peter Rip
entered the room for his belated morning
coffee. "I don't know, boys," he said, shak
ing his head, "I just don't know what to
think." @]

SIXTH GRADE BONERS
Englis/i; Wfiat Kind of a nown is trousasl Answa:
An uncommon noun 6aause it is singular at tlie top
and plural at tlie bottom.
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Each fall, as I look over the first batch of
essays that I assign to introduce the study of
logic, I am apt to lament, to whatever dear
friend happens to be within earshot, "My
dear friend, I am afraid our young people
are a bunch of incipent Relativists." And my
dear friend, his mind perhaps still affected
by the rigors of his summer vacation, and
preoccupied in calling a distributor to find
out why his order of typing manuals or
sweat socks hasn't arrived yet, is apt to reply,
"Yah, yah, I got insipid relatives, too."
But this year I have decided to make my la
ment to a broader and more perceptive au
dience. The fact is, I do fear our young peo
ple are incipient Relativists.
Fortunately, the experience that has led
me to this diagnosis has also presented a
remedy for the malady. In this paper I
would like to share this experience and en
courage other educators to consider the im
portance that a grasp of the basic concepts
of formal logic can have in helping our
students develop and understand their
Christian world and life view.
A DIAGNOSIS
For several years I have been teaching
logic as part of a composition course. One
standard assignment has been an introduc
tory essay designed to find out what opin
ions the students hold about the reasoning
process and, at the same time, to begin to
channel their thinking towards discovering
. the presuppositions necessary to a mean
ingful study of logic..
The students have all heard people say
things like "Think!", "Use your common
sense!", "Act rationally!", "Be logical!".
They themselves have no doubt said such
things. Often such statements merely ex
press the speaker's disapproval of another
Allan R. Bishop, forma Assis tant Proftssor of E11f!Usli
at tfie University of Wisconsin-Superior, now teaciies
Englisli at Ripon, California, Cfiristian �igli Scliool,

He is tfie California regional editor for CHRISTIAN
EDUCATORS JOURNAL.

person's actions. But there are two basic
presuppositions underlying the words
chosen to express that disapproval: 1) There
are standards of human rationality; these
seem to be known to the speaker but not to
the other person. 2) A person can improve his
mental powers or become "more rational."
But would the speaker-or do the
students-assent to these presuppositions?
In the essay, the student is asked to start for
mulating and articulating his own opinions. I
want him to write his way towards the con
scious realization that there must exist some
norms or standards for evaluating rationality
that apply to all people. Originally I thought
that getting the student to realize that there
are such objective standards of rationality
would be the key to teaching the unit, for
then the student could also assent to the
idea that one's reasoning abilities can be im
proved. If there were no objective standards
. for measuring one's r.ationality-if any con
clusion could be accepted as "logical" just
because its propounder said it was-there
would be no basis for improving one's reas6n
ing; all that could be done or claimed would
be to say that one's reasoning clianges. There
would be no way of deciding if the new
conclusion were better, or "more rational,"
than the old.
I remember that th� first time I read the
results of this assignment I was a mused to .
find that the students all agreed in thinking
that everyone thought differently. I rea
soned that this ironic turn of events was
probably the result of a misunderstanding of
the terms. So I clarified the terminology
and took an opinion poll. The results were
not different. In subsequent years I even
weighted the essay's directions towards
eliciting an affirmation of objective stan
dards by asking, if there were no standards;
what could possible be meant by a statement
like "Be logical" or terms like "reasonable"
and "rational." My implication was that
such terms would lack meaning if there were
no objective standards. But in class after.
class since then, the pattern has been con
firmed. Presentiqg the issue to freshmen in a

secular university, the majority was nearly
90 percent; with juniors and seniors in a
Christian high school, it has been about 75
percent.

But, paradoxically, despite the fact that
they had eliminated the possibility of
recognizing or measuring improvement in
rationality by declaring it a subjective mat
ter, the students also overwhelmingly said,
yes, indeed, one's rationality could be im
proved. Clearly there was some unclear
thinking going on.
I atn not sure when I began to consider
the teaching of logic in the light of an over
view of my aims as a Christian educator-or
rather as a Christian who also happened to
be an educator, for I know it began to take
place while I was teaching in a secular
university. The motto of the University of
Wisconsin speaks of "sifting and winnow
ing" the facts and experiences of life in the
quest for truth. But here was a position that
undercut the very possibility of the quest for
truth. If one seriously held that there were
no
obj ective
standards,
then
epistemologically (that is, a s regards the
nature, origin, and limits of human
knowledge) he would be staking his tent in
the camp of the Skeptics and Relativists.
What kind of philosophy could a person
continued on page 1 2
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hold to who believed not only that his own
mind was the measure of all things, but also
that his neighbor's mind was equally "true,"
even though it might measure things dif
ferently, even coming to conclusions op
posite to his own? Worse, as a person tried
to apply his world view to his everyday ac
tions-to develop his moral code of con
duct, in other words-why should he accept
such precepts as "civic duty," much less the
Christian teachings of being a responsible
steward of his possessions and of the en
vironment he shares with other humans, of
loving his neighbor, of being his brother's
keeper?

tfie hasic concepts of formal logic can
our students develop and understand
tfieir Cfiristian world and
life view .

In short, if a person were to seek con
sistency in developing his philosophy, his
Relativistic or Skeptical epistemology would
necessarily extend into his metaphysics and
ethics. This was not the kind of view of life I
could wish my students to develop. I cer
tainly did not want them to develop it un
wittingly, for other evidence led me to con
clude that these presuppositions had been
absorbed from our cultural ethos rather than
from any parental precepts or from con
scious choice. I suspected that what I was
seeing in the answers to the two key ques
tions I had posed in the essay and opinion
poll was a reflection of modern America's
chaos of cultural values: We live in an in
dividualistic society-we like to think of
ourselves as "unique," whether we are or
not. To assert that one person is in any way

students also overwfielmingly said,
yes, indeed, one 's rationality
COULD he improved.
like someone else is unthinkable. But
America is also an optimistic culture that
believes anything and everything can be
"improved," especially by funneling it
through an educational system.

Few students at this age have a consis
tently developed philosophy, but it is the per
sistent aim of the home and church to impart
to its young both the ethics of orthodox
OCTOBER-NOVEMBER 1 2

Christianity and the world view that i s
posited o n a knowable (in a s far a s li e lias revealed
liimsdf) , absolute God who is Creator, Sus
tainer, Redeemer of an orderly, though sin
darkened, universe. If our young people
openly reject these views, or seem to regard
them as unimportant and wander away
from them to join the rest of American
society in "doing its own thing," one of the
causes may be this: They have been soaked
in the extreme individualism of our age, ac
cepted it as a basis for their view of the way
their minds work-of who they are-and
virtually unconsciously extended its supposi
tions into their emergent philosophies.
A REMEDY

The Christian school can serve the home
and church by challenging the student to
think through the implications and
paradoxes of the Relativist epistemology
that is being foisted on him by our culture.
But merely to teach "problem solving" or
even the niles of formal logic is not enough,
I have found, to shake students loose from
their ultra-individualistic positions.
In my high school courses, I teach induc
tive reasoning in the junior year, deductive
in the senior. Since all students in the school
take these courses, I have divided the topic
this way in order to help them master the in,
dividual branches of logic with a minimum
of confusion. Logic could be taught much
differently in an honors or college prep
class. But this division has revealed some in
teresting and important lessons to me.
At the end of the junior year there is little
statistical change in the students' opinions.
They learn that principles such as relevancy,
non-contradiction, numerical sufficiency,
'
and precedent are the factors that cause all
of their minds to declare a given conclusion
"true" or "false" or "more probably true"
than some other conclusion. Nevertheless,
only a few switch their opinions and begin
to think that perhaps all human minds do
operate in the same way and that, therefore,
there are objective standards of rationality.
On reflection, this is not too surprising.
The average high school junior is not used to
thinking in abstract terms, certainly not to
letting abstractions influence his opinions!
Moreover, when a person reasons induc
tively, much does depend on his "individual"
viewpoint-his particular background and
experiences. This viewpoint will determine
how he will interpret given facts and what
weight he will ascribe to them. Inductive
reasoning leads only to "probable truth,"
and it is not rare for the "highly
improbable" explanation to be the one that
actually corresponds to reality. In short, in-

ductive situations, and thus inductive
reasoning, are conditioned by the infinite
variety of human experience. It is not sur
prising that the young student is more im
pressed by the variety than by the principles
which sort out that variety and aid him in
drawing conclusions about it.
It is not so, however, with deductive
reasoning. Deductive reasoning focuses not
on the relationships between reality and
statements about reality, as does inductive,
but on the relationships between one state
ment and another. Its immediate goal is not
truth, but validity (what necessarily must be
concluded because it is contained in the
other statements in the problem). Deduc
tion is not, of course, divorced from reality,
but the content of its statements need refer
to it. (Most logic students are familiar with
such nonsense formulations as "All
troglodytes are klutzes. Sam is a troglodyte.
Therefore. . . ," or "All squares are circles . . . ")
Deduction is concerned with the forms, not
the content of the argument.
With inductive problems, the student
could arrive at plausible answers almost in-

it is tfie persistent aim of tfie fiome
and cfiurcfi to impart to its young
hotfi tfie etfiics of ortfiodox
Christianity and tfie world view tfiat
is posited on a Knowable (in as far as
fie fias revealed fiimself) , absolute

God wfio is Creator, Sustainer,
Redeemer
tuitively. But in deductive logic the rules
that govern the formation and working out
of the vari o us types of syllogisms need to be
learned and consciously applied. The stu
dent cannot avoid becoming aware of their
existence and operation. Also, whereas
there is always a ligitimate diversity of opin
ion about the "right" answer to an induc
tive problem (e.g., What is the best bait for
catfish?), there is only one right answer to a
deductive syllogism.
When students are given a deductive prob
lem before studying deductive logic, they
are confused about the right answer. They
may be divided so-so; they may even be 100
percent in agreement on the wrong side!
But by learning and applying the rules for
valid syllogisms and by drawing sketches, it
is almost always possible to get 100 percent
agreement on the right answer. As I like to
point out to my students, this change takes
place without force. Their minds are shown

the way things are, and they give assent to
it. The patterns in the syllogisms correspond
to those in their minds. There is never any
blood on the floor after the intellectual
"battle" has taken place. In fact, there are
not even any pouts or long faces at having
been "wrong." The satisfaction of having ar·
rived at the correct answer and of knowing
wfiy it is correct overcomes whatever
humiliation might have been attached to
having had the wrong answer.
What is the result of this experience?
Almost invariably, their essays and another
opinion poll show, the students have
become convinced by the end of the course
that there are objective standards of human
rationality. But this is not an automatic con
sequence. If the teacher does not make a
point of raising the original question, of
presenting and explaining it, a number of
students will miss this point altogether
and-so strong is the influence of our in
dividualistic culture-revert to their original
positions when asked, "Do all human minds,
as reasoning instruments, work the same
wayt
In other words, if the philosophical value
of teaching formal logic is to be realized, the
teacher's goal must be to teach the con
cept-that which logic tells us about
ourselves as human beings-not just the
methodology and practice of logic. Teachers
of math and science, subjects which natur
ally present opportunities for discussing for-

periences with inductive and deductive
logic. Usually he is only too happy to
disavow his former position as, after all, only
the misguided opinion of an inexperienced
and callow junior!
Having experienced this lesson in how
their minds work, the students have found
that their worth has not been diminished by
not being totally "individualistic." They
have discovered something more about who
they are, as human beings, and have, at least
in this area, entered the community of
mankind. They are thus a little better
prepared to continue that process of "going
one step farther on one's own" that marks
the truly educated person, as they develop a
harmonious Christian world and life view.
A REWARD

In closing, I should add just this last set of
reasons for teaching formal logic. Students

need to feel that they have learned
something, that formerly there was a gap in
their knowledge which has now been filled
up. And teachers, too, need to know that
they are getting through, that important
concepts they are pres enting are being
understood and accepted. These comments,
from seniors nearing the end of their high
school careers, show that teaching logic can
fulfill both needs.
"For the past eighteen years I was under
the impression that everyone's mind
worked differently, but now I begin to won
der. I had been as_? uming that when people
came to different conclusions on the same
issue, it was a re sult of different thinking
processes. Now I'm beginning to think that
the same process is generally used for a
.
given situ ation, but that faulty reasoning is
what results in different conclusions."
"Thanks for taking the time tci teach us
�
logic."
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mal logic, may find various ways of achiev
ing this. For the composition teacher, one
technique is to give the student back his first
logic essay, written as a junior, and ask him
to discuss the issue of objective or subjective
standards for human rationality in the light
of that first essay and of his subsequent ex-
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Young Children Do Like
The Bible
by Martlia

K.

Kauffman

Altfiougfi it is written about tfif first gradf, tk following articlf can hf an inspiration to anyonf wfio tfacks Bible, as it sfiows tfif varirty, dfptfi and
suitability of Bible study for any agf cfiild wfim in tfif liands of a smsitivf and creativf teacfia.
II WORKED! is meant to hf a practical column for elementary teacfias. As tfie title indicatfs, it is a sfiaring of ideas tfiat Fiavf been found to he usfful and
exciting to tfif teackrs wfio Fiavf trifd tfifm. All of you arf wdcomf, evm urgfd, to tdl us about your brainstorms tfiat hfcamf successful classroom fxpaiences.
G. Rey

Have you ever watched children playing
church? How they imitate their ministers,
parents, and teachers!
Most children from Christian homes
respect the Bible. They pretend to read it
long before they can read, and they cherish
their first Bible or Testament.
When I taught several grades in a Chris·
tian school, the first graders envied the older
grades. "When do we get our Bibles?" they
begged. I argued that the print was too
small and the words too advanced for them.
When I observed their eagerness to handle
other students' Bibles, I passed Bibles to the
first grade. I discovered that first graders can
be taught many things from the Bible.
After I have read the creation story to
them, we scan the chapter to discover
words with which they can identify: God,
day, night, light, darkness, sun, moon, stars,
trees, grass, birds, man, etc. Each one is a
science lesson in itself. We also check how
often the chapter repeats, "And God said."
We can, further more, discover number
concepts in Genesis 1. Children like the
repetition and say with me, "And the even
ing and the morning were the first (second,
third, etc.) day." We also memorize several
verses.
First graders who have completed their
Martfia Kauffman tfacfifs first gradf at Epfirata Men
nonitf Scfiool, Atglen, Pennsylvania.
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primers like t o find statements like, "And
God spoke to Moses," as we progress
through the Exodus stories. Like popcorn
popping, their hands rise to report another
place where God spoke to someone. As we
study the stories in Kings, we find the verses
that say, "They did that �hich was good [or
evil] in the sight of the Lord."
I write key words on the board before we
open our Bibles. We then find a key verse or
two before I read the story from a Bible
story book. To avoid excessive paging, we
open and close our Bibles together. Each day
students place markers in their Bibles,
following directions printed on the
blackboard.
When we use another portion of the
Scriptures for memorization, we insert
different-colored markers. We memorize
the first part of Matthew 28 for Easter. At
that time they frequently beg to "read" the
passage before the group. One boy, whom I
did not think knew the verses, begged to
read them. I held my breath, but allowed
him to do so. The rest of the class joined him
in reading. Pleased with himself, he said,
"Now I'm going to learn to read."
For the more advanced primaries, I say,
"Let's pretend that I do not know much
about the Bible. Where could I find
something about Jesus' birth or
resurrection?" The children busily flip pages,
going from one question to another. Many

children like drills in finding key verses,
competing to be the first to find them.
Young readers can begin to locate the
guidelines to stories at the tops of their Bible
pages: The birth of Moses, the Ten Com
mandments, or the birth of Christ may be a
good place to start. At the older primary
level, some may be ready for an introduc
tion to the concordance.
We dare not overlook the value of songs
in reinforcing the Bible. Beginning spellers
like to sing, "The B-I-B-L-E, yes, that's the
book for me," and point to the letters as
they sing it. Sometimes we spend most of
our devotional singing time on songs about
the Bible. Songs listing the apostles and the
books of the Bible can also be sung.
In recent years composers have set many
Bible verses to music. By turning to the verse
in the Bible, children can both learn the
passage and the song. "This Is the Day,"
and "Study to Show Thyself Approved Unto
God" are among their favorites.
Each of the Bibles we use at school has a
map of Bible lands inside its covers. Some
children get excited about maps, ask ques
tions, and want to find places where certain
events happened.
Learning about the Bible can be as ex
citing to children as playing church. As
teachers, we hold the key to the greatest
story ever written. To teach the young
about the Bible is truly sacred ground. @11

Gary Knoppers

Indepen den t Education
in A lberta
In recent years Alberta's independent
schools have enjoyed increasing financial
support from their provincial government.
Contrary to what some feared, this support
has neither weakened the autonomy and
quality of the independent schools nor has it
jeopardized the public school system. While
this stroke for greater equity is admirable,
there are some features of Alberta's educa
tion that do not lend themselves as ideal
models for other educational systems. Two
prominent examples are the lack of a legal
base for the existence of independent
schools and the amount of control wielded
by the provincial government over many
aspects of education. These and some facets
of independent education in Alberta will be
surveyed in this article.
Historical BacKground and Laws

Although Alberta was sparsely populated
in the nineteenth century, the Canadian
government in 1875 set up a dual denomina
tional school system. This may have been
due to the Canadian government's wish to
avoid the educational strife that plagued
other provinces. Another early development
was the School Ordinance of 1901. This
made provision for a· separate denomina
tional school upon the petition of any
religious minority in a school district. Tax
payers who established such a separate
school were to pay school taxes only for its
support. Once a separate school district was
established, the school was to be governed
by a separate school board which would
have the same duties and privileges as a
public school board. Since this took place
before Alberta became a province, its proviGary Knoppm was a 1978-1979 student Fdlow in tht
Cmta for Christian Scholarship, Grand Rapids,
Michigan. Tht articlt hm was contributed for CIJ 's
April, 1979 sptcial issut "School/Govanmmt Rela
tions. " Bteauit of mm copy thtn wt includt it for you
now.
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sions were protected under the British
North America Act (BNA Act), which func
tions as Canada's constitution.
Alberta officially became a province in
190 5 . Ths constitutional position of
denominational schools was defined in "The
Alberta Act." The provisions made in this
Act are wider than the BNA Act because
they extend constitutional protection for
religious instruction not only to schools in
existence at the time of Confederation but
also to schools established thereafter. Thus,
unlike their American counterparts, there is
no legal commitment to non-sectarianism in
Alberta schools.
However, in keeping with the BNA Act,
only two designations of denomination are
allowed: Protestant (now construed as non
Catholic) and Catholic. Independent sects
such as Jews, Muslims, and Calvinists are not
recognized for educational purposes. Thus
independent schools exist only by the grace
of the Cabinet; they have no constitutional
support. Since 1943 independent schools
.have had to make annual applications to the
provincial government in order to maintain
their lease to operate.
The provincial Legislature has even the
legal power to ignore the Alberta Bill of
Rights and cancel all independent education
in Alberta. (In Alberta the Bill of Rights takes
precedence over all other legislation, unless
a certain legislation itself has a clause ex
cluding the Alberta or Canadian Bill of
Rights.) Of course, this might be politically
disastrous for the party in power, but it does
point out the dubious position of indepen
dent education. Perhaps the only claim to
legal status is the United Nations Universal
Declaration of Human Rights which gives
parents prior rights in determining educa
tion for their children.
Provincial Controls on Education

While there exist local school boards in
Alberta, they are subsumed under a strong
provincial authority. This authority, headed

by the Ministry of Education, establishes
and regulates the administrative, curricular
and instructional standards for all schools in
the province. There are no divisions, ser
vices, or advisory boards of a denomina
tional character. The rights of the Ministry
of Education include that of approving and

. . .all scliools, regardless of tlieir classi
fication, come under a multiplicity of
laws and regulations influencing, direc
ting and limiting tlieir operations .
revoking approval of an independent school
and authorizing inspections of the financial
and administrative condition of indepen
dent schools. Also, copies of all records,
bank books and other "things" can be taken.
(Department of Education Act, sections 8
and 10.)
The Curriculum Division of the Depart
ment of Education authorizes similar educa
tional programs, courses of study, texts, and
reference books for all schools. Identical
standards apply to all systems of education
in Alberta. All teacher training is done
under the three public universities and the
various junior colleges which feed students
to them. Two of these colleges have a
denominational character but their
graduates must spend one to two years in a
university before being certified.
Hence, all schools, regardless of their
classification, come under a multiplicity of
laws and regulations influencing, directing
and limiting their operations. Mention
should be made that most of these regula
tions were already in effect prior to the start
of any substantial funding of independent
education.
Three Strattgits for Grtata Equity

Since 1961 there has been a gradual

development of greater provincial assistance
both in direct grants, and in permitting local
authorities to assist public schools. Realizing
that this is an implicit recognition of the
legitimacy of the independent schools, various
factions of the independent school move·
ment have worked for even greater equity.
This has basically taken three forms. The
first option was to ground the legitimacy of
independent schools in the laws of Alberta.
The second approach was to find accom
modation with the public school system,
and the third strategy has been to maintain
the autonomy of independent schools and
opt for substantial governmental aid. To
date, the third strategy has proved the most
successful.
1. "Legalizing " Independent SclioolsVarious independent school groups have
attempted to influence governmental law
through the medium of party politics. In
1966 a member of the ruling Social Credit
Party introduced a bill into the legislature
asking for equal opportunity for education ,
regardless of financial circumstances. This
bill was not passed. In 1968 at the Social
Credit Leadership Convention, three resolu
tions were passed concerning independent
schools. These resolutions pointed to greater
funding for independent schools, tax ex-
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tal law through the medium of party
politics .
eruptions for parents whose children attend
independent schools, and the eventual
establishment of a voucher type system of
school finance. Only the first of these pro
posals was acted upon. Funding was in
creased to one hundred dollars per student in
all twelve grades. The National Union of Chris
tian Schools prepared a brief in connection
with the proposed new School Act for con
sideration by the Legislature in 1970. This
brief recommended that grants be increased
to seventy-five percent of capital and opera
tion grants, that independent schools be
allowed to form a school district, and that
independent schools be legislated and incor
porated under the School Act. The Social
Credit Party was defeated in the 1971 elec
tion and these proposals were not im
plemented.
Another attempt to "legalize" indepen
dent schools was led by the Association of
Independent Colleges and Schools of Al
berta. In 1972 this association presented a bill

to the Minister of Education which, if
passed, would have placed Alberta's in
dependent schools on firm legal ground.
While this bill also was never acted upon, all
their efforts were not a total loss. They in
formed and sensitized the provincial govern
ment concerning independent schools and
may have contributed to increases in aid.
2 . Accommodation Willi the Public Schoo l s In the early 197o's a couple of government
sponsored Reports on education led to
another strategy towards equity, that of ac
commodation within the public school
system.
Both the Worth Commission (a commis
sion appointed to look into the status of
education in the province) on "Educational
Planning" and Church's "Discussion Paper
on Diversification Within Education" en
couraged greater differentiation and more
local input into the functioning of schools.
The reports also stressed that with some
changes in Alberta education, provisions
could be made for the inclusion of indepen
dent schools within rhe public system.
Independent schools in Lethbridge,
Calgary, and Edmonton were heartened
enough by these reports to seek association
with the public schools under an "umbrella
type" relationship. There was hope that this
arrangement would give tax dollars to in
dependent schools while maintaining
enough autonomy in curriculum, teaching
staff, enrollment, and financing to keep a
distinct identity.
However, some problems were en
countered. For example, if a public school
board funded independent schools with
public monies, the public school board
would have been responsible for that pro
gram and thus retain authority over such a
program. Also, if grants from the public
school board were given to students, that
board would have jurisdiction and control
over the parents of those students. This was
not desirable to most of the independent
school supporters; hence, most "umbrella
type" arrangements failed. However, there
is hope that with a few changes in the
"School Act," some type of association can
still be worked out.
). Incrtases in Governmental Aid-

In 1971 when the Progressive Conser
vatives came into power, aid to Alberta's
thirty-eight independent schools amounted
to h5 o per pupil. Other aid came in the
form of the use of public school buses, a 15
percent discount on textbooks ordered
from the Department of Education, and
some property tax exemptions.
In 1974 the basic grant was increased to
33VJ percent of a student's "foundation

fund" (the provincial government has
hinted that the grant may go as high as 8o
percent Uulian Koziak in Alberta Hansard,
April 26, 1978. p. 848). [The Alberta Hansard is a
record of debates in tlie provincial legislature. Ed.) This
"foundation fund" grant is not the cost of
education per pupil but only a provincial
allotment to each student. The remainder of
the student's cost in a public school is made
up by other provincial assistance and sup
plementary requisitions at a local level. Ac
cording to John Ludwig in Alberta, a 40 per
cent provincial grant to an independent
school is equivalent to 20 to 25 percent of
the monies a public school receives per stu
dent.
It is difficult to assess the reasons for these
increases in aid, since the government is not
legally bound to make any grant what
soever. However, the following considera
tions may have contributed to the govern
ment's change of heart:
1) efficiency-the independent schools are
of high educational output but are relatively
inexpensive.
2) variety-the Ministry of Education is
promoting alternative forms of education
within an educational system.
3) competition-increased independent
school funding might actually help the other
systems.
4) empatliy-the current Minister of Educa
tion is a Catholic and was raised in indepen
dent schools.
Prospects for the Future

_

Because independent schools have no
legal base and exist only by the "grace" of
the provincial government, a prediction is
hard to make. The present government
seems committed to increased funding for
independent schools. However, there is op
position to this plan. The Alberta Teacher's
Association is not warm to increased fun
ding but surprisingly it has not been very
vocal in its opposition. The leader of the
New Democratic Party (NDP), Grant Notley,
also does not favor increased aid as he is
afraid of societal fragmentation and a strain
on the rural public system. However,
Notley, if elected, probably would not
decrease aid to independent schools,
although he might freeze the aid at its cur
rent level. Moreover, the NDP controls only
one seat in the seventy-five seat provincial
legislature. Even if the NDP makes signifi
cant gains in the next election, most
political commentators agree that the pre
sent government is firmly entrenched. Thus,
at least in finance, Alberta's independent
schools can look forward to better years
ahead. [@
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Whether his duties are full-time or part
time, the Christian school administrator is
busier than ever in 1979. Board members
may occasionally wonder what he does with
his time each day. On many occasions the
administrator may also wonder where his
time went. It appears to me that the leading
time wasters of today's administrators are:
interruptions from telephone calls, visitors
without appointments, and crisis situations;
the lack of objectives, priorities, standards,or
pJogress reports; indecision and procrastina
tion; a cluttered desk and personal
disorganization; involvement in routine mat
ters, a failure to delegate work, and the lack
of a clear line of authority; fatigue and the
inability to say "no"; and inadequate, inac
curate, or delayed communication.
The full-time teaching administrator has
problems which are unique. His ad
ministrative duties are handled after school,
in the early morning, or on S aturday. Very
little of his school day can be used for ad
ministration. His burden is heavy, and he is
to be commended.
The full-time administrator should develop
a schedule and adhere to it, for maximum
clfidency. Recently, at a principals' workshop,
a very organized and talented junior high
administrator related some of his techniques
for office efficiency. These techniques in
cluded:
1.

Never handle the same piece of paper
twice.
2. Do not provide easy access to your office.
(Any visitor must get past his secretary and
walk down a narrow hall before entering his
office.)
3· Set aside 45 minutes per day for telephone
calls. Instruct your secretary to log all calls,
noting the topic and originator. At a
specified time return all calls, thus reducing
telephone time to a 45 minute time block
each day .
Ddmar D. Wlstra is tfit principal of Oskaloosa,
Iowa, Cfiristian Scfiool.
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4 · S et aside only a specified time slot for ap
pointments.
5· Allow no friends to visit during office
hours. (They tend to sit down and begin a
discussion of tennis, golf, etc.)
6. Allow staff members to present a problem
only if they also present two solutions to the
problem. (The administrator usually agrees
with the teacher-selected solution unless the
problem and solution have far-reaching con
sequences. In that case the administrator
plans a course of action or determines the
solution.)
Some of the above methods may seem
rather harsh. The 8:30 to 4:oo administrator
may wish to adhere to this type of struc
tured day. However. perhaps most ad
ministrators in Christian schools are less
rigid, and one of the underlying reasons for
flexibility is that they consider their day to
run from P5 to 5:30 or later. An analysis of
their day may indicate too much time spent
on the time-wasters listed at the beginning
of this article.
It would seem obvious that the Christian
school administr ator of today, who is most
often a part-time teacher and part-time ad
ministrator, must establish some rather strict
guidelines and procedures so that he can
control his day, rather than have it control
him. It is imperative that the administrator
set office hours during which he will be
available for teacher consultation. Lines of
communication can thus remain open, and
he can feel the pulse-beat of the educational
system. Permitting no problem to be
presented unless the teacher has two solu
tions has considerable merit.
To maintain good rapport with staff and
parents alike, the time schedule for the
teaching administrator (or for one lacking a
secretary) should be presented to all con
cerned, with reasons why cooperation is
essential and requested. A break in the day
coinciding with scheduled recesses or noon
hours is essential to mingle with the staff
and observe student behavior outside the
classroom.

There will be times when a schedule must
be interrupted due to a severe discipline
problem, telephone call, or unexpected
visitor, but the administrator should do his
utmost to control his day. One of the best
methods to use is to set tomorrow's goals
before leaving the office today. A note pad
to jot down items as the day progresses is
essential. At the end of the day, transfer
these items to a daily time log, placing the
items in the order of importance and
scheduling the approximate amount of time
needed to attain the stated goal. This may
take ten minutes of your time at the end of
a long day, but during that time you will
have set your goals for the next day and will
ultimately save a lot of valuable time. The
next morning you can begin refreshed,. with
a set schedule before you. @]
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Abolish All State Fu nding of Education

Editor:
Your recent issue on school/government
relations (CEJ, April 1979) was quite in
teresting. There is one question which was
not raised, however, which must be con
sidered in any discussion of this issue.
Those in favor of government aid to
private schools argue that it is unfair for the
government to use tax dollars collected
from all citizens to educate only some
children. Of course, they are correct in this.
The conclusion is then drawn that private
schools should receive government funds as
well.
Those opposed argue on two bases. First,
government aid often entails government
control. Thi,s is not nmssarily the case, however,
and so is not a valid argument. Second, the
state may not aid in the establishment of
religion; government funding for Christian
schools would do just that, and so the
government should stay out of it. This still
leaves the basic inequity mentioned above,
however-the state is aiding some, but not all,
schools, and is guilty of discrimination against
Christian schools.
The question neither side has considered
is this: should the state be involved in educa
tion of any kind? Any education provided by
the government must, constitutionally, be
religiously neutral-it cannot promote one
religion over another. However, we know
that religiously neutral education is an im
possiblity, and any attenpt at such neu
trality is ungodly, for it denies the relevance of
God and of his Word to education. Thus,
government (public) schools are ungodly.
The government should not be in the
business of providing education at all, for it
is i,n variably an e s t a b l i s h m e n t of
religion-be it Christianity or Secular
Humanism. The state's responsibility to
education is to provide the freedom for
parents to educate their children according

to their own standards.
And so what we, as Christian educators,
should work for is not the acquisition
(sometimes in a covetous manner) of state
support. Neitlier should we ignore the state's
financial support of some schools in a
discriminatory fashion. Rather, we should
work for the abolition of state (tax-based)
funding for all education. We should ask for
a pluralistic system of private education, in
which each faith-community funds its own
school-the Christians supporting Christian
schools, Jews supporting Jewish schools,
Humanists funding humanist schools, etc.
This is going to be a long, slow process.
But, as Mr. Peterson mentioned in his arti
cle, "Private schools are here for tlie long run,
and it's the long run that is under discussion"
(p. 22 ) .
Rodney N. Kirby,
Headmaster, Grace Christian
School, Louisville, Ms.

I n itial Religious Fou ndation
Is N eeded
Editor:
I wish to respond to the articles in the
Christian Educators Journal (February-March,
1978) by Harre Van Brummelen and Peter
De Boer.
I spent 5V2 years studying at Calvin Col
lege (71-76 ), sometimes in the Education
Department, sometimes not. My experience
lends much credence to Van Brummelen's
perception that our Christian colleges do
not "delineate a Christian alternative
philosophy of education based on Biblical
norms," nor do they present a distinctively
Christian pedagogy.

base my remarks particularly on the
Pliilosopliy of Education and Introduction to Ttacliing
courses that I took at Calvin. In neither
course was I presented with a distinctively
Christian perspective on teaching. Rather,
the presentation seemed to be one of:
"Here are some alternative methods and
philosophies of education; learn them, spit
them back, and when you become a profes
sional teacher, pick and choose your own." I
was told that the development of one's per
sonal philosophy of education involved
choosing, from the alternatives presented,
those which most likely conformed with
Reformed Theology. My teachers seemed
reluctant to give their own opinions, as
such, and though I realize that requiring a
student to make his own discoveries and
decisions is good pedagogy, I believe that an
initial religious foundation is essential to
making those discoveries and decisions.
I think that a philosophy of education
course ought to begin with the develop
ment of a Christian philosophy of life-what
is man's essential nature, what is knowledge,
what are the roles of society's institutions,
and more particularly, what is the role of
the school as an institution of the church
organism. On that basis one can develop a
distinctively Christian philosophy of educa
tion, and tften go on to evaluate other
philosophies and practices.
I consider myself fortunate because, due
to the unusual succession of my courses at
Calvin and an early introduction to
literature such as Van Brummelen suggests, I
came into my education courses with
somewhat of a foundation already estab
�shed. Many of my friends were not so for
tunate. They came away from Calvin Col
lege preferring to teach in Christian schools
because "they usually have less discipline
problems. "
So, I wish t o say t o Van Brummelen that I
agree that there are areas in which our
Christian colleges, Calvin in particular, can
improve their teacher training programs.
And to Mr. De Boer: I hope your knowledge
of my experiences at Calvin is helpful to
your process of self-analysis.
Jim Talen
Grand Rapids, Michigan
�
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Organizing The Social

Studies Curriculum

6 y Marlow Ediger

Teachers, principals, and supervisors in
Christian schools need to study, appraise,
and ultimately implement recommended
approaches in organizing the curriculum
area of social studies. Several approaches
may be utilized. These methods of organiz
ing the curriculum may be perceived as be
ing points on a continuum.
The . Separate Subjects Curriculum
The oldest approach to utilize in organiz
ing the curriculum is the separate subjects
approach. Thus, for example, historical units
would have a separate entity from other
social science disciplines (e.g. geography,
political science, anthropology, sociology,
and economics) which provide content in
Marlow Ediger is professor of education at Nortlieast
Missouri State University, Kirksville, Missouri.
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the social studies. Examples of historical
units of study emphasizing the separate sub
jects curriculum include the following:
1. The Age of Discovery
2. Colonization in the New World
3· A New Nation and its Beginning
it is, of course, difficult to isolate a social
science discipline, such as history, in the
social studies with no relationship to other
disciplines which also provide content in
ongoing units of study. Geography, of
necessity, would also be brought in to each
of the above named units of study. Thus, for
example, in the unit "The Age of
Discovery" pupils would locate routes
traveled by these explorers on maps and
globes. Most teachers do emphasize content
from diverse social science areas more so
than the separate subjects approach. In the
separate subjects approach for developing

the social studies curriculum, major em
phasis is placed upon one discipline from
the social science areas.
The Correlated Curriculum

Correlation of disciplines providing con
tent for the social studies can well be a more
effective means of organizing the cur
riculum than the separate subjects ap
proach. The teacher, for example, may wish
learners to perceive the relationship of
geography and economics. In a social studies
unit on "Visiting Japan," pupils may learn
i n d u c t i v e l y or d e d u c t i v e l y a b o u t
geographical features o f this island nation,
such as plains, plateaus, hills, valleys, oceans,
and mountains. The climate of Japan may
also be studied in terms of its effect upon
continued on page 21

CURRICULUM continued from

pa-ge 20
agricultural crops grown. A variety of learn·
ing activities including the use of maps,
globes, charts! reading materials, and audio-

.

.correlation of disciplines providing
content for tlie social studies can well
•

he a more effective means of
organizing the curriculum tlian tlie
separate suhejcts approach.
visual aids may help learners understand
these results of geography. The value of
agricultural crops and products may be
studied by pupils in terms of contributions
to the gross national product of Japan.
Methods of processing these agricultural
products for consumer use may also be
studied. A study of imports and exports of
these products and food items to and from
Japan may also aid pupils to learn about
economics and its relationship to geography
in the social studies curriculum.
Thus, the relationship between two
disciplines, such as geography and
economics, can provide content in the social
studies curriculum.
Fusion of Content

Content from several social science
disciplines may represent the fusion ap
proach in organizing the social studies cur
riculum. Thus, for example, in a unit on thf"
Middle East, pupils may perceive content
from the following disciplines as being
related:
1. Geography. Learners may gain know
ledge pertaining to diverse elevation
of land features in the Holy Land area.
The Jordan River connects the Sea of
Galilee in the north (6oo feet below
sea level) with the Dead Sea in the
south (1,300 feet below sea level).
Twenty miles west of the Dead Sea is
the city of Jerusalem (;z,soo feet above
sea level). West of Jerusalem at Tel
Aviv (approximately forty miles), the
elevation of land is at sea level along
the Mediterranean coast. There is
much hilly land from the city of Naz
areth in the north to the city of Hebron
in the southern part of the Holy Land
area.
2. History. Pupils may be guided in
understanding relevant historical con
tent leading up to the present day
Middle East conflict. These under
standings, among others, may well in
clude the following:
a) Ancient Israel inhabiting the Holy

Land area from noo B.C. to 73 A.D.
when the Romans conquered this land.
b) The Arabs conquering this same
area of land (also known as the land of
Palestine) in 632 A.D.
c) Great Britan in 1915 promising in
dependence to Arabs in the Middle
East from the Turks after the com
pletion of World War I (Hussein
McMahen correspondence).
d) Great Britain issuing the Balfour
Declaration (1917) promising a home
land for Jews in Palestine at the end
of World War I.
f) Arabs resenting the coming of
Jewish people to the Holy Land area.
g) the United Nations adopting a
partition plan of Palestine giving spe
cific alloted land to the Arabs and to
the Jews.
h) Israel declaring independence in
1948, and fighting four short wars in
that year (Israel versus Egypt, Syria,
and Trans-Jordon)
i) in 1967, Israel capturing the Golan
Heights area from Syria, the Gaza strip
from Egypt, and the West Bank from
the Hashmeite Kingdom of the Jordan
3· Political science. Pupils with teacher
guidance would study organization of
governments of Lebanon, Syria, Jordan,
Egypt, and Israel.
4· Economics. Learners, for example,
may develop major generalizations
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pertaining to goods and services pro
duced by countries in the Middle
East area.
5· Anthropology and sociology. The
music, architecture, art, athletic en
deavors, foods, costumes, and norms
of Israel and nations of the Arab
world may be studied by pupils.
A variety of learning experiences may
well guide pupils in achieving a fusion of
content of the diverse disciplines which
compose the social studies curriculum.
The Int�grated Curriculum
The integrated curriculum stresses in
creased relationships involving diverse
disciplines beyond the fusion approach.
Thus, science, mathematics, health content,
and physical education activities may be in
corporated into ongoing social studies units
as the need arises and as it is relevant to do
so.
Conclusion
Teachers, principals, and supervisors need
to study, analyze, and ultimately implement
desirable standards in organizing the social
studies curriculum. That curriculum which
best helps the student see the marvels and
complexities of God's creation and best pro
motes understanding of fellow men should
be the aim of Christian educators. �
by Judith Ritchie and

Vicki Niggemeyer
illustrated by Ton i Pepera
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WOMEN continued from page 7
Are male and female salaries equally scaled at your school?
Does your school have separate files for male and female job applications?
In your job interview were you asked questions such as: Do you plan to marry? Are you
going to have children? Do you use birth control? What is your spouse's occupation?
income? likelihood of transfer?
This question addresses a touchy issue. While a prospective employer may not legally
require an answer to the sorts of questions listed, some ask them with the best interest of
the school in mind. Generally, newer teachers had not been questioned about their personal lives, while veteran teachers-hired ten or more years ago-had. Of the seven
"yes" answers, two were from men and five were from women. Another woman remarked that she had volunteered such information in the interest of "school stability."
If an applicant were known to be pregnant, would her application be turned down because of pregnancy?
The high number of "don't know" answers �ay be due to a lack of specific cases by
which to judge.
Are there differences in tenure, retirement, ages, pensions and/or group life-and healthinsurance plans for female and male employees? Are your spouse and children covered
under your insurance?
Admittedly, this question covers a lot of territory. Its purpose was to discern whether
fringe benefits are equally scaled. In most cases, all benefits except insurance coverage
spouse and children were equal.
Explains one administrator, spouse and children would be covered if the woman were
head of the household, "but female [is] never considered head if the husband works."
According to a second administrator, "married women who are classified 'non-head of
household' are offered a single person health plan." A male teacher added that family
coverage only applied "if you are the sole wage earner of the family." Calvin College also
determines its insurance benefits according to a head-of-household criterion. The headof-household criterion is unreliable, however, since general use of it requires an assumption that the spouse's insurance plan will cover the entire family. This assumption is not
always true.
Several women and one man reported that family coverage was available if they would
pay the extra premiums.
Does your school's insurance plan pay maternity benefits?
Among those replying "no" to this question, several Canadians explained that statefunded insurance covers both birth costs and sixteen weeks of unemployment insurance.
Of those replying "yes," several qualified their answers, saying that not all costs were
covered by the school's insurance plan. It is interesting that almost half of the schools
represented do not pay maternity benefits for either employees or their spouses.
If a woman leaves to give birth, may she return to her previous job?
The large percentage of "don't know" answers may reflect the fact that some women do
not desire to return to their teaching jobs after pregnancy, and so the policy has been
rarely tested.

Yes
30

No

Don't Know

0

0
20

11

7

22

1

12

3

16

9

22

0

16

13

2

15

2

14

Is a pregnant teacher- required to leave at some arbitrary point in pregnancy, such as the
fifth month?
It seems a majority of the schools leave this decision to the discretion of the teacher involved. However, one school's manual does contain a clause requiring a pregnant
teacher to stop teaching in the last months of pregnancy.

2

21

9

9· Are leave policies for childbirth in any way inferior to those granted for other temporary

7

7

17

1.

2.

3·

4·

5·

6.

7·

8.

disabilities, such as heart attack or hernia?
Undoubtedly, this question stirred the most controversy. Legally, maternity leave may
not differ from other health-related leaves. " U nder new federal legislation that goes
into effect this April (1979), matanity ltavt must be treated the same as leave for any other
short term disability. The bill affects employers of fifteen or more workers. (Linda Small,
"Beyond the Fringes," Ms., January 1979, p. 85.) Many respondents opposed equivalent
leave for maternity on moral grounds. Some felt that since pregnancy can be "planned,"
leave should not be available. Some further comments:
"Most of us and many parents feel that women belong at home to care for [their
children]. At an age of five or six, the father could step in more and the mother could
work part-time."
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continued on page
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YES
"Is childbirth a temporary disability? What does a woman do to her child by going back
to work? In our (justified) quest for equal rights, let us also open our minds to the new
research and ancient wisdom about a child's need to be with its mother!"
"A heart attack and hernia operation are usually not planned, so there might possibly
be a difference."
"If you mean leave without pay is inferior, then the answe.r would have to be 'yes.' But
isn't it a bit far-fetched to equate childbirth with illnesses such as heart attacks? One
doesn't plan a heart attack as far as I know."
"The person on childbirth leave gets paid regular salary, but also has to pay the person
substituting for her."
Men seemed to have the strongest feelings on this subject. The last comment, by a
librarian, is the only one from a woman.
The dictum that a mother must be the one who remains at home to care for the children
is too simple to apply to special cases, such as that of a woman who must work in order
to help support, or fully support, her family. By presuming that she "belongs at home,"
the school usurps her and her family's responsibility to decide how she can best serve her
family.
10. May women teachers in your school teach in pants or pant suits?
Women may, but according to one, "men may not teach in a dress."
11. Have you heard any of the following make disparaging remarks about the abilities or per
formances of women teachers as a group: school board members, administrators, or male
faculty members?
Of those who said "yes," four were men, one of whom pointed to school board mem
bers. Five women had heard negative remarks, one by male faculty members, one, "in
jest, of course," and one who, as a student teacher, "was often told that the administra·
tion did not hire many women because they felt that wome;n were inferior high school
teachers."
12. Has a woman in your school ever filed sex discrimination charges or complained of
discrimination to school administrators?
The two charges cited were as follows: One "changed pregnancy policies recently." In
the other, "a teacher wanted to combine her maiden name with her married name. The
board did not want her to do that. She complained-they thought it was ridiculous."
One o£ those answering "don't know" of her present school, wrote of her previous one,
"Last year I was pressured to give up my hyphenated name after I was hired. Under
pressure I did give it up. The same school interviewed a woman for my position (when I
told them after a year I was not returning) who had a hyphenated name and insisted on
being called Ms. They refused to even offer her a contract unless she'd go by Mrs. and
her husband's name."
13. Does your school have an official policy of non-discrimination toward women?
Some claimed their school's policy was "God's Word." However, it can be assumed that
all schools in this survey seek to follow God's Word in their treatment of women
professionals -and yet treatment clearly varied from school to school. Such a response
closes questions which ought to remain open. How God's Word applies is precisely
the problem.
Other respondents noted a lack of official policy of non-discrimination toward men, too.
14. Has your school prepared and put into effect a written affirmative action plan to elimi
nate all sex discrimination policies and practices, and to compensate for the effects of
past discrimination?
15. Would your school discourage you from being a member of a women's organization,
such as NOW?
16. Would your school seriously consider introducing a mini-course on women, women's
rights, etc.?
Several said such material would be covered, ironically, in a "Man in Society" course.
17. In yciur school, is sex a factor in committee assignments?
18. Would your board permit a married woman to use her maiden name professionally?
A male faculty member at Calvin College exclaimed, "I would not encourage it!" A
female high school teacher reported, "One board gave a teacher permission one year.
The next board asked her to appear before it. She refused. " (and resigned)
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0
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6
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6
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5
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ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

Several people took the time to add extra comments to their questionnaires. Some of
these are printed below.
"At the National Union of Christian Schools Convention, women administrators were ig·
nored with: (1 ) 'Welcome to administrators and their wives.' (2) 'Alright, guys, let's sing.' (3)
An administrators' chorus for men only, and more."
"Most discrimination I've experienced is at the level of 'fellow' principals."
"Women's rights need to be met. I'm for the E.R.A., but at our school we teach that the
sexes do have different roles. We must respect each other entirely in these roles and allow
many people to exchange roles.''

.

"Christians are also afflicted with discriminatory attitudes. In my local. . . area, the best ap·
proach would be to have the ministers preach on the problem-provided they would
preach that discrimination is sinful and that men and women are equal before the Lord and
should be in society. But, . . . I don't Hke that idea of maternity leave, unless 'You refer to
about 5 years of leave per pregnancy."
21

"Our staff, since we've had a middle school, has gone from 24 teachers with 10 women, to
teachers with 5 women (in 5 years)."

"Have you considered the effect of the traditionally close relationship between church
and Christian school? The mentality and the way of thinking of the local congregations
would certainly have a great effect on the progressiveness (or lack of it) of the local Christian
school."
CONCLUSION

The results of this survey offer some enlightenment, and should provide material for fruit·
ful discussion around faculty tables, among school board members, and in homes across the
continent.
On the positive side, male and female salaries, employment policies and fringe benefits
seem roughly equivalent. With the exception of family coverage in the benefits package,
the represented schools do offer equal opportunity and pay for equal work. Professional
respect, reflected in the answers to question 11, is high. Dress codes are not restrictive. And
in the main, women are allowed to exercise their own judgment with respect to preg·
nancy-how long they should continue to teach, and whether they will return to their
previous jobs. Judging from the women's answers, most feel they are treated well within
their profession.
Answers to questions 6·9 reflect a strong opposition to women teaching in our schools
who still have voung children at home. A question (beyond the scope of this study). which
should be discussed is, whether the school, or employer, has the responsiblity for deter·
mining how a woman employee should care for her family.
Future study and thought must be spent on the responsibilities our schools have toward
women. Questions must be resolved. For example, why are there fewer and fewer women
represented on faculties as the grade level increases? Should we do more to encourage
women to serve as administrators and school board members?
Must our schools measure up to governmental affirmative action standards, or are such
standards not binding on parochial schools?
Some data related to these questions has been provided. We must now search for an ex·
planation and assessment of these facts.
[@
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If you're old en ou g h, chances are
you once paid a quarter or so to see Here
Comes Mr. Jordan at your neighborhood movie
house. If not, you've probably seen the film
at least once on some TV late show. In
either case you'll recall that this 1941 fantasy
makes sense only if one assumes the
possibility of life after death.
The plot is simple. Joe Pendleton (played
by Robert Montgomery), a prizefighter, dies
in a plane crash. However, when he arrives
at that Great Intermediate Airport in the
Sky, Mr. Jordan (Claude Rains), the celestial
transport officer, realizes that Joe has been
killed prematurely. After much dickering,
Mr. Jordan returns Joe to earth to live out
his time--but in someone else's body, for by
then Joe's own has been cremated. The
complications that follow make up most of
the film, one that many critics agree is a
classic of its kind.
Given the film's status, one has to credit
Warren Beatty with considerable chutzpah
for daring to remake it for today's au
diences. But remake it he did, giving it the
title of HEAVEN CAN WAIT (after the
Harry Segall play that originally inspired Here
Comes Mr. Jordan . And even though joe
Pendleton (Beatty) is now a Los Angeles
Rams quarterback and James Mason has
replaced the late Rains as Mr. Jordan, the
result is a film every bit as engaging as the
original--one sure to go down as a top
Hollywood comedy of 1978 .
Yes, HEAVEN CAN WAIT is a comedy.
Yet even as l watched it, 'I couldn't help but
think what a useful Christian education
resource it would make. For as with all good
comedy, many of its laugh-generating situaFrederick Nofil, editor of tliis column and long-time
Christian educator, is a settior editor of NURSING 78,
the world 's largest nursing joumal, Horsham, PA.

tions are rooted in human experiences hav
ing decided theological implications.
Take, for example, what happens when
Mr. Jordan assigns Joe to the body of Leo
Farnsworth, a coldly calculating but just
murdered millionaire. Immediately Joe con
fronts a host of loaded issues, including an
unfaithful wife, a turncoat personal
secretary, and a greedy corporate board of
directors whose ethical standards ask only
for the quickest possible return on the least
possible investment, no matter what the
cost in human values. How the new Leo
(that is, Joe) handles these situations could
stimulate considerable discussion about
what being Christian in today's world really
means.
The same is true of the film's basic ap
proach to the afterlife. Much of it is
simplistic, of course. And that which isn't
often reflects the most popular of subchris
tian cliches (e.g., that heaven is a reward for
being good). Nevertheless, even such faulty
notions provide openers for examining
one's own beliefs, for sharing them with
others, and then together testing them
against the Bible's teachings.
In short, for all its theological nonsense, a
film like HEAVEN CAN W A!T remains a
godsend. Not only does it offer happy fan
tasy to refresh your tired spirit, it also--if
you'll let it--offers a take-off point for serious
study of life's most serious subject. So why
not get together a group to go see it, then
afterwards gather at home, school, or
church to talk about it?

Accordin g to an old proverb . if
you say "A," you must also say "B." Well,
Dennis C. Benson said his "A" when Ab
ingdon Press published his RECYCLE
CATALOGUE back in 1975. And now he has

said his "B," for since late last year AB
ingdon has been selling Dennis' all-new
RECYCLE CATALOGUE ll.
Like its predecessor, RC!l contains hun
dreds of bright ideas contributed by lay and
professional church workers throughout the
English-speaking world. Each idea shows
how existing materials, situations, etc. can
be reworked to provide new opportunities
for learning, worship, or what have you .
Thus one contributor tells how she used
paper planes to get mothers thinking about
ways children grow, while another tells how
one healthy and one dying tomato plant
become the basis for a children's sermon on
trust.
The catalogue's function is to stimulate
the user's creative juices and to get him to
risk something different. According to Ben
son, creativity is "a building process by
which we take the bits and pieces given to
us by God and make from them the
substance of the new creation. It is from the
existing ideas and transformation of these
ingredients that the new is made. We are
free to use what God has given us in fresh
ways."
RC!l is subtitled a "Fabulous Flea
Market." Though some of the offerings defy
categorization, all are grouped under one of
four headings: Education & Learning,
Fellowship & Community, World & Mission,
Worship & Celebration. An ingenious n-part
index increases the possibility of quickly fin
ding that certain something you need to get
your next class off to a good start.
This big 16o-page paperback is available at
many bookstores for �6.95. If you missed the
original RECYCLE CATALOGUE, you might
want to pick it up too for the same price.
The books may also be ordered from the
publisher, 201 Eighth Ave. So., Nashville, TN
37202. �
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LANGUAGE ARTS CURRICULUM GUIDE
Autliors: Henry Baron, Bruce Hekman, Artliur Tuls,
Jr., and Daniel Vander Ark
CSI Publications
Christian Scfiools International
Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1979
Paperback, 124 pages
Reviewed by
Mike Vanden Bosch, Professor of English,
Dordt College
Sioux Center, Iowa

English teachers and principals frequently
desire a guide to help decide both general
content and specific goals for language arts
or English. This guide aims to supply that
help. It puts forth three kinds of goals (in
tellectual, decisional, and creative) for each
strand in the language arts curriculum
(language, literature, communication, and
media). Then it offers eight essays intended
to give a perspective on language arts as a
discipline. Some of the essays suggest ways
of organizing the language arts curriculum,
some provide an enlightening perspective
on some facet of language arts, but others
merely echo prevailing secular thought
without examining it.
The essay "Core Before Enrichment," pro
vides a clear rationale for a core curriculum,
by which the authors mean one that will
provide every student with a certain core of
knowledge and skills by the time he
graduates. Such a core will eliminate the
danger of students graduating with obvious
gaps in either basic skills or essential
knowledge. The authors then suggest that
curriculum enrichment be built upon such a
core, thus enabling capable or interested
students to refine their skills and increase
their knowledge of the field. Their argu
ment for such a design makes sense.
The essay "Basic Concerns" is less useful.
O CTOB E R -N O V E M B E R 2 6

It correctly observes that it takes a
dedicated teacher to teach the basics effec
tively. It suggests that a learning or skill
center may be useful to help students with
deficiencies in skills. It recommends that
"Christian schools should make strong,
.
unified efforts to encourage effective,
responsible use of language. " It suggests
that each school adopt a policy "which sets
standards according to which · all formal
• writing and speaking is judged." All of these
are fine ideas, but they give no help for
determining specifically what are the "basic
concerns" in language arts-help you would
expect in an essay with such a title.
The next essay "But Why a Thematic Pro
gram" argues effectively for organizing
literature study around certain themes.
While I agree with much of the essay, the
essay does not prove that thematic organiza
tion is best at all grade levels. To explain
why thematic organization is better, it states
that organizing literature chronologically
suggests that " . . . all literature is essentially a
reflection of the culture and times in which
it is written." On the other hand, the
authors state that organizing literature ac
cording to themes suggests ". . .that
literature is mainly a portrayal of human
conflicts and ideas." They add that the
primary reason they think literature should
be taught thematically is that this organiza
tion " . . . makes the vital heart-contact central
instead of peripheral, direct and persistent
instead of accidental and coincidental." This
sounds convincing, but it seems to me that a
teacher who taught Tlie Scarlet Letter, for ex
ample, after a unit on puritanism, as part of
a (chronological) survey of American
Literature, could perhaps help students
understand the "human conflicts" in the
book as well as or better than the teacher
who taught the book as one selection in a
unit on the theme of sin and guilt. Never
theless, even though I doubt whether all
high school literature courses should be

organized thematically, I agree that for the
ninth and tenth grades, organizing literature
units according to themes works well.
The essay that troubles me the most is the
one entitled "Language is More Than Gram
mar." It claims to take a "broader view" of
language study than that which sees gram
mar as "correct syntax, usage, or grammar."
But the broader view reveals muddled think
ing. The authors apparently do not
themselves understand either the impor
tance of the study of grammar in grades 7-12,
or the method of using the study of gram
mar to improve thinking. They write:
In short; a knowledge of grammar
or, ideally, several grammars, is useful
for language analysis. Scholars use it a3
a tool for understanding differences
in style, for example. And because
language is an abstract, highly
sophisticated puzzle, people study it
for intellectual enjoyment. These
reasons are significant enough to
justify study of grammar in schools.
But how much of any grammar will
be valuable and useful to junior and
senior high school students?
Many of the other traditional
reasons for studying grammar have
been and continue to be seriously
challenged by research. Examples are
discipline,
mental
in
training
improving speaking and writing,
transferring concepts for the study of
to
leading
foreign languages,
and
improvement in reading,
of
interpretation
facilitating
literature. Students may achieve these
goals when you teach grammar, but
in terms of the time spent the results
are negligible. (p. 104).

continued on page 27

REVIEW continued from page 26

I say this passage reveals muddled thinking
because the authors claim to be giving a
perspective on the language arts curriculum
from grades 7-12. Yet they talk about why
sc!iolars study language. They say that
because "language is an abstract, highly
sophisticated puzzle, people study it for in
tellectual enjoyment." Then they say these
reasons "justify study of grammar in
schools." These reasons would not justify
any study of grammar in schools. No
wonder the writers question "how much of
any grammar will be valuable and useful to
junior and senior high school students."
What justifies teaching grammar to junior
and senior high students are the very prac
tical and specific benefits to the students.
An English teacher who knows what he's
doing teach es a student the difference be
tween a verb and a noun so that the student
can avoid noun-heavy writing when he puts
pen to the paper. He teaches a student to
distinguish between predicate nominatives
and direct objects so that a student will
sense the difference between transitive and
intransitive verbs, between writing that has
action and writing that has no action.
The authors themselves hint at this when
they write:
We believe that knowledge of
basic grammatical terms (parts of
speech), basic sentence patterns, and
basic word clusters (phrase, clause,
sentence) is useful to all students if
such knowledge is clearly and
consistently related to language
production-the student's own and
that of others (p. 104 ).
However, if, on the one hand, language is a
"highly sophisticated puzzle," but, on the
other hand, knowledge of grammar should
be "clearly and consistently related to
language production," (I assume this means
writing and speaking), I don't see how the
writers can suggest, as they do in the very
next paragraph, that" . . .the time spent
teaching grammar to all students ought to
be limited to 10 percent or less of the 7-12
curriculum."
A similar contradiction in thinking is
revealed in the next paragraph. The writers
say that " . . . grammar knowledge should be
used to expand options for students' writing
(as sentence combining attempts to do) . . . "
Fine. But a couple of papers I heard read at
a recent conference revealed that when
students who have a limited understanding
of grammar do sentence combining exer
cises, the result is often a meaningless
sentence. So the authors are contradictory if

they recommend such exercises as sentence
combining while calling for less teaching of
grammar.
What the writers propose is some
language study in grades 7 and 8 and " . . . ex
tensive study of language characteristics
traditionally classed as semantics, history,
and dialects." They add that " . . . throughout
this proposed curriculum the emphasis is on
enabling students to make effective, respon
sible language choices." How a study of
"semantics, history, and dialects" will enable
a student to do this is not made clear. For,
although a study of semantics is useful for
learning the meanings of words, no study of
semantics or history or dialect will help
students write clear, forceful, logical
sentences or well-developed paragraphs.
The study of grammar (What is the antece
dent of this pronmm?) does more to teach a
student to think clearly about his own
writing than the study of "semantics,
history, and dialects" combined.
The basic problem revealed by this essay
is that the authors have adopted uncritically
the prevailing thinking of the National
Council of Teachers of English. They com
ment that much research has challenged the
value of teaching grammar. True, it has
challenged it, but it has proved very little. In
fact, the most recent research calls into
question previous challenges.
The goals articulated by the Guide attempt
to show that the Christian teacher must con
cern himself with not just "intellectual"
goals, but with "decisional and creative"
goals as well. I applaud the attempt. But, as
might be expected, the authors have dif
ficulty distinguishing between these goals.
For example, "use parts of speech correctly
in comparison" is listed as a creative goal.
That sounds like a strange way of saying,
"Avoid errors in usage," but a creative goal
it is not. In fact, e.e. cummings is admired
(by some) for his creativity in using parts of
speech incorrectly. But this trouble with
categorizing goals is to be expected, and is
not the worst problem in the book.
A bigger problem appears in the wording
of the goals. As indicated already, the
authors apparently aren't sure themselves
just what a creative goal is. Furthermore,
does "creative" say something about the ac
tivity of the teacher who wrote the goal
(My, your goals are creative), or about the
desired response of the student? I'd suggest
that the three kinds of goals might better be
referred to as three categories of objectives.
The first category calls for a mental
knowlege, the second category calls for a

heart commitment, and the third category
calls for a creative response. But frankly, I'm
not sure any teacher can hope to stimulate a
creative response in a very high percentage
of her students.
The confused understanding of the
authors on language teaching reveals itself
again in their writing of goals. For example,
the authors list these as intellectual goals for
language instruction in grades 11 and 12 (p.
25). My comments follow in brackets.
(1) understand that language is a creative art
that reflects a person's personality and com
mitment. [Is language a "creative art?"
Writing may be, but language is the raw
material of the writer/artist.]
(2) recognize that familiarity with language
and respect for its power increases the
potential of Christian maturity. [This seems
a very abstract goal, and frankly. I don't
know what it means to "increase the poten
tial for Christian maturity." Do they mean,
·
"Understand the difference between effec
tive and ineffective writing and speaking,
and realize what this implies about the
books and speeches a Christian writes?"]
(3) recognize that blank words, idle chatter,
j argon, and pomposity often distort
messages. [Okay, but a limited goal as it's
stated. Why not "recognize !iow or w!iy ... in
stead of "recognize t!iat . . . ?"]
(4) recognize that the language one uses
tends to shape one's thoughts and percep
tions. [What is meant by "language"?
Dialect? Usage? Diction? Syntax? Foreign
language? The abstract word does not shape
the thought clearly.]
(5) recognize that language is a spiritual art.
[Same problem as number one. Language is
to the writer what paint is to the painter.
And we wouldn't say, "Paint is a spiritual
art." And what is "spiritual art?"]
(8) compare spiritual and destructive uses of
language, in satire and irony. [What is a
spiritual use of language? Do the authors
mean Christian?. uplifting? Do they mean
that satire and irony contain both spiritual
and destructive uses of language as their
wording seems to suggest?]
(n ) understand that grammars are theories
that describe the way words are put
together to establish communication. [I'd re
mind the authors of number 4 above. If this
is how they see grammar, no wonder they
question its usefulness. If I saw grammar in
this way, I would not give it even ten per
cent of my class time. The author's choice of
words makes the study of grammar sound
utterly useless. The study of grammar
continued on page 28
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enables students to identify different parts
of speech, different kinds of phrases, and
different kinds of clauses, first, so that
teacher and student have a precise language
to use in discussing writing. (I refuse to in
sult students by talking about "clumps of
words" or to confuse them by using
"phrase" and "clause" interchangeably). Se
cond, the knowledge of grammar enables a
student to see clearly how one part of a
sentence is logically related to another.
Third, the knowledge of grammar enables a
student to see the difference between
passive voice and active voice, between per
sonal and impersonal writing. So good gram
mars aren't just "theories" . A good grammar
explains why and how language com
municates.]
This is a sampling of the kinds of questions I
have on the goals.
But remember this book has been pub
lished in a limited edition with the hope that
teachers to whom it was sent will respond
with suggestions. The guide will then be
revised. If you have a copy, by all means re
spond to the authors. If you haven't, don't
neglect reading this book when you do get a
copy. These authors stuck their neck out to
help Christian English teachers understand
what a language arts curriculum should aim
to accomplish. We should not let their ef
fort be in vain. Read this guide and reex
amine your own goals. Then share your
views with the authors. They may disagree
with you, as I expect they will me, but by
sharing feelings and ideas, Christian English
teachers can clarify the objectives for which
they should strive. Surely those teachers
who know what they're aiming at have the
best chance of hitting the target.

THY LIBERTY IN

LAW

Autlior: Walfred Pflason
Broadman Prm
Nasliville, Tmnma, 1978
182 pp.
Reviewed by
Donald Oppwal, Profmor of Education
Calvin College
Grand Rapids, Micliigan

This author is particularly adept at finding
a pattern hidden in the mosaics which he
examines and in doing it in such a way that
O CT O B E R - N O V E M B E R 2 8

the layman can follow. The mosaics which
are scrutinized and which are relevant to his
topic of liberty, are chiefly two: Biblical data
and Supreme Court decisions. Both are
treated more descriptively than judgment
ally; the first set of data, the Biblical, is little
used to pass judgment on the second set,
Supreme Court decisions.
In an early chapter, ' 'The Biblical Basis of
Religious Liberty," he makes no claim that
the Bible sets forth any whole theory of re
ligious freedom. He finds that "action, not
theory, is the context for most Biblical ex
pressions about religious freedoms" (p. 23).
He follows this with a survey of the actions
of selected Old Testament prophets and
New Testament evangelists who, when con
fronted with restrictions on their witness,
asserted, "we ought to obey God rather
than men" (Acts 5:29). The chapter con
cludes with the point that while the Bible
supports religious freedom against govern
ment restraint, it provides no case for the
argument, used traditionally by Catholics,
that such liberty is only for tme religion and
not false religion.
Much of the rest of the book is taken up
with brief summaries of issues which have
been litigated before the Supreme Court,
classified as to type of freedom being
litigated before the Supreme Court. He
devotes a chapter to cases which draw the
line between church and state. With lucidity
and insight he finds the pattern evident in
the mosaic of decisions. The author, Baptist
by conviction and political scientist by pro
fession, knows his materials well and c1,1ts
through the jargon of legal language in a way
that makes it easy for the layman to under
stand. His four years of experience as a
lobbyist for the Baptist Joint Committee on
Public Affairs in Washington, D.C. has given
him a feel for issues which concern the
evangelical Christian community.
What struck this reviewer was that it is
the members of Christian fringe groups, not
the mainline Protestant denominations or
the Catholics, who have litigated the
decisive, landmark cases on behalf of
religious liberty. It is the Mormons,
Jehovah's Witnesses, Seventh Day Adven
tists, and the Amish who, while losing some
cases, have won many which preserve
freedoms for other groups who presumably
h a d s i m i l a r occasion to challenge
discriminatory practices, but lacked either
the courage or the skill to litigate their cases.
Examples given are the freedom to witness
in public places and to sell religious
literature door-to-door, both won by
Jehovah's Witnesses. Another is the

freedom not to pledge allegiance to an earthly
kingdom by saluting the flag, again won
by Jehovah's Witnesses. Freedom from the
draft through seeking conscientious objector
status is another, won by Amish, Quaker,
and Adventist litigants. Finally, freedom to
shape educational practices based on
religious convictions, which was won by Old
Order Amish in Wisconsin v. Yoda, 1972.
Presumably, mainline Christian groups
benefit from these precedent-setting cases,
while actively participating in none.
This book does not lay out any legal
strategy for the future, and does not treat,
for example, the knotty problem of parents'
rights in education in any detail. It also con
tains no direct treatment of any theory of
the state, except as implied in the chapter
on church-state relations, and even here the
author gives only the court's perception
and never assesses, from a Christian view
point, the validity of any of its distinctions.
However, it is an excellent compendium of
the status quo of the Supreme Court on
religious liberty. It is required reading for all
those who believe that there are yet rights
to be won in education, particularly the
right of religious schools to public funding.
In a provocative, but brief, section he does
look to the future. Under "The Realm of Un
freedom," he lists areas which are still "con
tested territory," Among them are the
military draft, aid to church schools, and
prayer in public schools, all of which should
be areas of concern for Christian citizens,
particularly readers of this journal.
Professor Peterson has made a valuable
contribution to the literature for the Chris
tian layman. The book should be in church
and school libraries as an example of Chris
tian grappling with a serious and complex
issue facing the Christian community: that
of not only the freedom to exist in
American society, but also the challenge to
help shape the social policy which affects us
all. While the book issues no calls to action
based on the legal status quo of religious
liberty, it introduces well the reader to the
arena.
continued on page 2 9
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THE REFORMATION
Autfior: Frank C. Rohats
National Union of Cfiris tian Scfiools
Grand Rapids, Micfiigan
31 pp., 1.75, paperback
Rtvitwed hy
Daniel Gibson
Cfiatfiam Distri!t Cfiristian Secondary Scfiool
Cfiatfiam, Ontario

On the other hand, it is easier to ap
preciate this booklet as a historian than as a
teacher. The author, in striving to balance
our understanding of the Reformation,
evidently assumes an awareness of and an
inordinate enthusiasm for the Reformation.
Many students have difficulty placing the
Reformation in a space-time-ideological con
text, and have a similar difficulty in relating
to the significance of the Reformation. Thus,
in a study of the Reformation, the teacher's
primary task is the creation of that basic
awareness-where did the Reformation oc
cur in space and time, and especially, what
were the ideas which surrounded and
motivated the movement? From there we
should go on to trace the effects of the
and bad, on history.
Reformation, both

Seeing Pictures
at tfie

Elemen tary Scfi ool
Roderick jellema
See
four yellow squash
waxing huge and plump
in

the

dark

grass.

Will

they

explode?
Grinning bees have lit the light

This scholarly booklet, one of several that
comprise the "Cfiristian Perspectives on History "
series published by the National Union of
Christian Schools, is a tribute in its own way
to Christian historical research and writing.
Dr. Roberts has minimized religious partisan·
ship in presenting us with a booklet whose
purpose is " . . . to discuss several facets of
the Reformation movement that . . . are . . .
important for a balanced understanding" (p.
IX, Introduction). In keeping with this pur·
pose, the author stresses the necessity of
recognizing the continuity which the Refor
mation shared with earlier movements
within the Roman Catholic Church. He cor
rectly points to the danger of overemphasiz
ing the importance of the Reformation's
leading personalities. Finally, by example,
he calls for honesty in analyzing negative
evaluations of the Reformation.

Implicit in the author's treatment of the
Reformation is an attack on the sensa
tionalism (cf. p. 24) used to enhance
students' interest in courses. Coupled with
the attack is a rejection of those black and
white judgments which make decision
making simpler, but which, if applied to
problems, will continue to yield unfavorable
consequences. In such contributions the
author has provided a necessary service.

green fuse.
The grass is dark. Juanita. Grade 2.

It would have been of great benefit to me
if Roberts had isolated the key tenets of the
Reformation and traced their cultural im
pact. For example, what are the historical
implications of such Reformation principles
as the priesthood of all believers, occupation
as vocation, or the primacy of Scripture over
human authority? We have seen that Max
Weber's and R.H. Tawney's icieas on the
relationship between the Reformation and
capitalism have now been modified or
discredited. Others draw a connection
between Calvinism and constitutional govern
ment. Still others sense a nexus between the
Reformation and technological progress. Is it
too large a task to re-examine historical
evidence or examine new evidence to
validate or invalidate what often tends to be
speculation on our part?
The work of Dr. Roberts lacks not in what
he wrote, a necessary counterweight to our
usually one-sided evaluation of the Reforma
tion. His work lacks primarily for its neglect
of what constitutes the meat of the Refor
mation.
An additional suggestion is to include an
addendum, perhaps by Roberts in coopera
tion with a high school teacher, and to pro
vide an outline demonstrating the incor
poration of Roberts' ideas into a unit on the
Reformation. Such an addition would
enhance the pedagogical relevance of this
work.
This well-researched piece of work (note
footnotes and bibliography) provides a
necessary emphasis on presenting a balanced
picture of the Reformation and deserves
your attention. It was not intended to
define the scope of the history teacher's
treatment of the Reformation.
�

John's Castle.
The drawbridge stretches asleep
over a moat of blue
where sailboats bob.
A smudge of black cannon aims at
my face.
For all the flags and open doors
there is no road.
See the crooked lumpy dog
bark wide at the doghouse
because the doghouse growls
a rough purple NO
where a dog' s name should be.
Roger, grade 3· See Roger bark
My mind can't hear me talking
this way.
This is not about art.
My mind is certain the lion is mean,
But Donna's lion gazes
though gauze of black
that drapes the bars
and the caption says,

the lion is mean
htcause the children have closed the curtain.
RtpriH/(d from SOMETHING TUGGING T H E LINE b!f

RDdaici )clkma. Dryad Prm. Us(d witli pamissioH .
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"It is wrillw in the prophets, And they s!iall be all
taught of God. Every man therefore that hath neard,
and hath learned of the Fat!ier, cometli unto me. "
)olin 6 :4 5

If there is a God, and if He made the
world, then it would seem to follow,
wouldn't it, that the more one learns about
the world, the more he will learn about
God, and the closer he will come to Him? As
one's knowledge of the universe increases,
his knowledge of God should also increase,
simply because this is God's universe.
But evidently that's not the way it
works-not necessarily. Education, for ex
ample, which is a process of learning all
about this world, does not always bring men
closer to God. As a matter of fact, it seems
to lead many of them farther away from
Him. The more they learn about the world,
the less they believe in God. Some of them
even claim, qui t e frankly, and even proudly,
with an air of liberation, that their education
compelled them to give up their faith in
God.
What's wrong here? Is there something
wrong with our logic? Isn't it true that the
more one learns about the world, the more
he should learn about God? Or is there
something wrong with education? Doesn't it
do what it is supposed to do?
Well, there is probably something wrong
with both our logic and education. Our logic
fails to take into account the kind of people
we are, and education fails to take into ac
count what kind of a world this is. We are
the kind of people who get lost in this
universe because our vision is impaired and
our minds are darkened by sin. We are
strangers to God by nature; we cannot find
TFte late Rev. Peter Eldersveld was tlie radio preaclier
of the Back-to-God Hour of tlie Christian Reformed
Cliurcli . This MEDITATION was adapted from a
radio sermon. Printed witli permission of Harriet
M. Eldmveld.
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Him in His world.
Jesus once referred to the words of Isaiah
5P3· where we read: "And all thy children
shall be taught of the Lord; and great shall
be the peace of thy children. " That points to
a basic principle which must guide us, not
only in education, to be sure, but certainly
there as well as anywhere else. God is the
source of true knowledge. His truth must be
our law of learning. We must sit at His feet
as we study His world. For we cannot really
know anything without knowing Him. And
we cannot hope to have peace--any kind of
peace--if we learn to look at this world
without looking for Him in it.
If the solution to this problem lies in the
home and the church, then parents and
pastors have a tremendous job on their
hands, not only a very difficult job but a
very delicate one. Is your home equipped
for it, and your church too? Is it spiritually
equipped as well as academically? This is not
something that can be left to a few
moments of Bible study and prayer in the
home and one hour a week in Sunday
School, with perhaps a week or two of
vacation Bible School in the summer. And it
is an every day job, just as education is. And
it will require exceptional spiritual resources
in the home and the church, far greater than
most of us seem to have these days.
But as far as Christian parents are
concerned, I know of only one really
satisfying solution for the educational
problem which confronts them in a world
where learning and religion have been
divorced. It is the Christian school I do not
mean a school that merely adds a few
hymns and a chapter from the Bible and a
bit of religious instruction to an otherwise
secular curriculum. Nor do I mean a mission
school which is designed primarily for child
evangelism. But I mean a thoroughly
Christian educational institution where God
is the very center of all learning, where
every lesson is taught according to highest
academic standards in the light of God's
Word, where the very atmosphere is
permeated with His presence-where, as
the prophet said, "thy children shall be
taught of the Lord. "
This is not just a theoretical solution t o
our educational problem. It i s a fact. It i s
practical. This solution t o our educational
problem recalls what jesus said when He
referred to those words from the prophet
Isaiah: "It is written in the prophets. And
they shall be all taught of God. Every man
therefore that hath heard, and hath learned
of the Father, cometh unto me." That is to

say, true learning cannot miss the greatest
fact in this world, the redeeming fact of
God's grace in jesus Christ. If a man really
sees this universe clearly, he will see Christ
in the center of it. "For," as Paul says, "by
Him were all things created . . . . And He is
before all things, and by Him all things
consist. . . . For it pleased the Father that in
Him peace through the blood of His cross,
by Him to reconcile all things unto Himself;
by Him, I say, whether they be things in
earth, or things in heaven." (Colossians
1:16, 17, 19, 20)
The supreme tragedy of a secular
education is that it omits this truth which
towers above all truths, the only truth which
can ultimately make sense out of this world
and give real meaning to life, the truth of
salvation by the grace of God in Him who
said: "I am the way, the truth, and the life;
no man cometh unto the Father, but by
me.,
God holds us responsible for what
happens to our children in school. No one
can be exposed to anything as powerful as
education for so many hours each day,
under systematic and professional methods,
without being seriously affected by it.
Teachers
and
schools,
books
and
laboratories, libraries and gymnasiums leave
their mark upon the future generation,
spiritually as well as academically. You
won't find that mark on the report card. Do
you know what mark your children are
getting?

PRAYER
Eternal God, we COirfess tliat we are guilty of
excluding Tliee from many areas of our lives, even tlie
areas of learning. Yes, we searcFt tFte wonders of tFtis
world witFtout looking for the God wlio made it and
wlio upFtolds it. So we blind ourselves to tFte greatest
facts of tlie universe; tFte fact of TFty sovereign presence,
and t!ie fact of TFty redeeming love in Clirist.
MeanwFtile Tliou seest us groping in tFte dark, looking
for answers to questions tFtat cannot be answered
witFtout faitFt in TFtee. It is our sFtame tliat we live in a
wlture wliicFt is rigFttly called sewlar, and tFtat we are
lost souls in it. Oli we pray tFtat tFte eyes of our
generation, and certainly of tFte one tFtat follows us, may
be opwed to see tlie trutli about tFtis universe, to discover
TFtee in all Tliy majesty and mercy. For, 0 Lord, we
need Tfree desperately today as we face tFre dreadful
cftallenge of an atlieistic foe. So reveal T!iyself to us once
more, and tFten give us tFte faith a11d the courage to take
our stand with Tfree. And use not o11ly our liomes and
our cfrurc!ies, but also our scfrools, to answer tliis prayer.
For jesus ' sake, Amor .

All inquiries, ideas, and suggestions are welcome. Your manuscripts will be
carefully considered. Write to: Lillian V. Griss�n, Managing Editor, Dordt
College, English Department, Sioux Center, Iovb , 51250.

TOPIC SUGGESTIONS :

-----

Technology: a dirty" word for Christians?
it

•

•

historical sketch of its development
impact: -positive and/or negative
-on our lives as Christians
-on Christian education
-on Christian teaching methods
(media manipulation, science fiction, etc.)
•

-on curriculum

Future: a frightening prospect?
•
•

Impact of computer age on career possibilities
Preparing for a future world
\

-self
-profession
-Christian schools

•

-students
Future Shock-living with it

The subjects mentioned above are broad. Choose one, or part of one, to which to write. Or,
share other ideas.
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